
Now you are going to name your Tag and add any comments or notes you like.
When you’ve picked your colour, a tile will appear on the left side of your screen
where you can name your Tag.
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Activities

Today we are going to look at how you can highlight and categorise your favourite
stars with Sky Tags. Using Sky Tags you can quickly find find objects you are
interested in and share them with your friends.
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Today we are going to learn:

• What are Sky Tags
• How they can be used
• How to create, edit and share Sky Tags

Activity: Give your tag a name, for example ‘My Favourite Star’,
and write something about the star in the notes, for example ‘I
saw this star on my birthday.’

Activity: Pick a star and that you would like to highlight. Hold
your finger where you want the Tag to go and a slider will appear
to let you pick your favourite colour.
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Photos can be add to your Sky Tag. To add a photo tap on the grey camera square
and choose from either ‘Choose from Library’ or ‘Take Photo’.
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Activity: Take a selfie and add it to your Tag. You can add more
than one picture if you like.
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Now we know how to:

• Create a Sky Tag for a star
• Edit and create categories for Sky Tags
• Add an icon and photo to a Sky Tag
• How to share a Sky Tag with friends

To make all your changes take effect remember to tap the Done button in the
top right corner. When you have done this you will be asked if you want to add
the Tag to your notifications. Select No. A tile will then appear with a blue
Directions button to take you straight to your star. At the bottom of this tile there
is an arrow tap on this to share your Sky Tag with friends and family

You can group your Sky Tags into different categories or you can make a new
category of your own. To do this tap Add Category. A list of the current
categories will appear and below this there is a button to create a new category.
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Activity: Create your own personalised category and add your
Sky Tag to it.

Well done!
You're a Night Sky

Superstar!
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4 You can pick a cool icon or change the colour of your Sky Tag. This will only
show up whenever you have finished editing your Tag.

Activity: Pick out a new colour and fun icon to go with your Tag.
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